


BITCOIN
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Bitcoin and Ethereum have finally begun to bounce back following a major sell-off through
January. At the time of this analysis, BTCUSD is trading at $38,590 while ETHUSD is at
$2,770. The trading volume of both assets has surged over 25%, providing a reason for the
huge spikes in the daily candles. Due to yesterday’s candle formation and the relevance of
the current support, we support an optimistic short-term outlook. 

 

ETHEREUM
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Polygon (MATIC)  
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MATICUSD is trading at $1.65, with a trading volume of
$984,686,816 (14% increase). Technical indicators are
showing that Polygon may be on its way to return at over
$2 on the first day of February as selling pressure is
wearing off.

The bullish thesis is not only supported by the last weekly
candle formation but also due to on-chain metrics.  The
volume of the Polygon network in OpenSea has
increased considerably in the last few months. Total NFT
volume in July 20201 was 750,000, while in December
the same metric was above 7.6 million.  If user adoption
is growing at such a fast pace, we can see numbers
doubling during 2022.  
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Chainlink (LINK) 
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Chainlink is also on our radar. The last weekly
candle formation was a “Bullish Hammer”, right
above a critical ascending support line in the
monthly timeframe. 

LINKUSD is trading at $17.10 USD, with a
trading volume of $1,041,169,803. The current
$10-$17 support level could be a historical
bottom and Chainlink's recent price
performance could be a sign that traders are
beginning to open fresh longs on this pair. 
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Binance (BNB)
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Binance Coins technical indicators suggest that BNB
is primed to reclaim weekly highs. At the time of this
analysis, BNBUSD is trading at $381 with a trading
volume of $1,500,413,029 (13% increased in the last
24hrs). 

There are several fundamental reasons to also be
bullish on BNB as the use of the Binance Smart
Chain is rapidly expanding through Dapps, Defi, and
smart contracts. BSC is currently the 3rd largest DeFi
platform with 44 projects. If Ethereum doesn’t solve
its scalability issues fast, projects will keep migrating
to BSC, which will most likely increase the Binance
Coin price. 
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Cardano (ADA) 
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Cardano could potentially be leading a crypto rally
in 2022, after one of its worst months since March
2020 when pandemic-induced panic selling
pushed the asset to historical lows. 

The ADAUSD price has remained in oversold
territory for over a quarter, providing investors with
an attractive upside ROI. The last time ADA
consolidated around the current demand zone
was back in July 2021. The cryptocurrency added
over 200% after the inflexion point, adding billions
to the whales’ wallets. 
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Avalanche (AVAX) The price of Avalanche has rebounded, following BTC
and ETH's bullish shift in momentum. Technical
indicators are now suggesting a potential long trade in
AVAX as the last weekly candle has closed as an
“inverse hammer” right at the 61.8% of Fibonacci. 

At the time of this analysis, AVAXUSD is trading at $70
with a 24-hour trading volume of $782,570,733. 2022 is
going to be a huge year for Avalanche as Deloitte will
be adopting AVAX protocol as their main blockchain. If
big institutions increase the adoption of Avalanche’s
protocol, AVAXUSD could certainly revisit ATHs, giving
investors over 60% return in the near term. 
 

 
 



 Cosmos (ATOM)
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Cosmos’ daily candles are close to breaking out from its weekly
consolidation. If ATOMUSD breaks the accumulation zone, the
asset could re-gain significant bullish pressure and revisit
previous highs.

2022 is looking promising for the Cosmos ecosystem, as there
are many milestones and updates on its roadmap. The ATOM
price could significantly surge as the ecosystem is launching the
7-Theta Upgrade this quarter which includes: Gaia v7.0.x,
Cosmos SDK v0.45, Gravity DEX, and IBC 3.0. 
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